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Three’s Not a Crowd

Clockwise from top: Sotheby’s; Panos Kokkinias; Ayyam Gallery, Jeddah and london; Rodrigo Pereda Beuchat and Centre Pompidou Foundation, Los Angeles

William F. Ruprecht, the president and CEO of Sotheby’s since
2000, was unanimously voted chairman of the board in December. The decision to give him the third of the top three positions
was well received by the financial community, although Oliver
Chen, a Citibank analyst who covers Sotheby’s, says,“Maybe this
William F. Ruprecht
is the first step if there is to be succession in the CEO role.” That
seems unlikely in the short term. Ruprecht, who was hired as a lowly administrator in the rug
department in 1980 and rose through the hierarchy, is credited with expanding the firm’s
involvement in private sales, pioneering art-related financing, and committing unreservedly
to emerging markets. He has maintained the competitive position of Sotheby’s in its enduring
rivalry with Christie’s. “The art market,” said Ruprecht in his straightforward manner,
following the announcement of an 18 percent increase in total revenues at Sotheby’s in the
third quarter, “remains quite robust, especially at the high end.” —J u dd T u lly

london and jeddah

brussels

Crossing Continents

Pompidou Triangle

A Fair Reconceived

Ayyam Gallery, which specializes in
contemporary Middle Eastern art,
is inaugurating two new locations in as
many weeks. With spaces already
established in Damascus, Dubai, and
Beirut, Ayyam London debuted January
25 with an exhibition by Lebanese artist
and architect Nadim Karam. Ayyam
Jeddah opens February 6 with a group
show that includes Mohannad Orabi,
Oussama Diab, and Lara Zankoul.
“We believe our artists should be considered international artists, not simply
Middle Eastern artists,” says Khaled
Samawi, a collector and former
investment banker who cofounded
the gallery in 2006 with Hisham Samawi,
his cousin. “The best way to accomplish
that is to show them in London.”
Expanding to Saudi Arabia, in contrast,
is about scouting new artists. As the first
non-Saudi-owned gallery in the country,
says Samawi, “we might be able to
push the envelope a bit.”
The cousins, both from
Damascus, also operate
a publishing arm devoted
to books about Middle
Eastern art and the
Shabab Ayyam Project,
an incubator for
emerging Arab artists.

Art historian,
independent
curator, and
critic, Sylvia
Chivaratanond
is now the first
Suzanne Deal
Booth Adjunct Curator of American
Art for the Centre Pompidou and the
Centre Pompidou Foundation.That
hefty title names the job’s sponsor
(Booth is a philanthropist, collector,
and writer) and hints at an unprecedented challenge.“My role is
unique,”says Chivaratanond, “in
that I am a conduit between the
foundation and the museum while
being based in New York.” The Los
Angeles foundation, established
by Dominique de Menil in 1977 and
rebooted in 2004 after years of inactivity, has supported more than 300
acquisitions and gifts.Working with
the Paris-based curators, Chivaratanond’s mandate is to“assess their
permanent collection priorities and
fill in any historical gaps with regard
to American artists.” —Marcia E . Ve trocq

Art Brussels, Belgium’s preeminent
contemporary fair, has appointed
Katerina Gregos to the newly created
position of artistic director. Gregos has
served as the founding director and
curator of the Deste Foundation Centre
for Contemporary Art, Athens, and curator
of the Danish pavilion at the 2011 Venice
Biennale, where her theme for the
exhibition was freedom
of speech. The Athensborn Gregos, who always
speaks freely, refers to the
“petrified or standardized
patterns” of fairs today
and says, “In a contemporary art fair one would
expect a more daring
approach, demonstrative
Katerina Gregos
of imagination, creativity,
and pleasure.” Her responsibilities at Art
Brussels range from programming artists
and speakers to encouraging the galleries
to “deviate from the supermarket-style
hang that is so common, tedious, and
uninspiring in most fairs.” Sara de Bondt
Studio of London has been hired to
develop a new graphic identity for the next
Art Brussels (April 18–21). Gregos, who
will continue handling outside curatorial
projects, anticipates a redesign of the
fair’s layout and general architectural
environment for 2014. —Seh ba Mohammad
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